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Abstract

Shape retrieval can benefit from analogies among similar shapes and parts of different objects. By partitioning an
object to meaningful parts and finding analogous parts in other objects, sub-parts and partial match queries can
be utilized. First by searching for similar parts in the context of their shape, and second by finding similarities even
among objects that differ in their general shape and topology. Moreover, analogies can create the basis for seman-
tic text-based searches: for instance, in this paper we demonstrate a simple annotation tool that carries tags of
object parts from one model to many others using analogies. We partition 3D objects based on the shape-diameter
function (SDF), and use it to find corresponding parts in other objects. We present results on finding analogies
among numerous objects from shape repositories, and demonstrate sub-part queries using an implementation of a
simple search and retrieval application.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling curve, surface, solid and object representations

1. Introduction

Unlike documents search queries, it is still almost impossible
to use text for 3D object searches. The main reason for this
is that most digital 3D models are not annotated. Usually,
searches for 3D objects are based on finding similar objects
to a given query model. Moreover, searching for a specific
part inside a 3D model is even more challenging since in
most cases the models are not segmented and the different
parts composing an object are not linked to textual tags.

In this paper we present a method that finds analogies
among parts of digital 3D models by segmenting them and
creating a signature for each part. We use such analogies to
provide enhanced model-based queries of sub-parts, as well
as a tool that can annotate a database of parts to support tex-
tual searches. Using analogous parts, model-based queries
can support part-in-whole queries and partial matches. Using
analogies many models can be annotated by carrying part-
tags from one model to many others automatically. This can
provide the basis for text-based searches of 3D models and
model parts.

The dominating representation of digital 3D objects is a

2D surface mesh embedded in 3D, defining its boundary.
Nevertheless, many of the analogies that exist among 3D
shapes are volumetric in nature, and it is important to base
the segmentation and analogies on volumetric attributes.
Therefore, in this paper we use the shape-diameter function
(SDF) both for segmentation and for part signature defini-
tion. The SDF provides a link between the object’s volume
and the mesh surface, mapping volumetric information onto
the surface boundary mesh. It is defined by examining the
diameter of the model in the neighborhood of each point on
its boundary surface. This measure relates to the medial axis
transform (MAT) [CCM97] which is extremely informative
for shape analysis and partitioning. The SDF replaces the lo-
cal shape-radius of the MAT by a measure of the local shape-
diameter.

To find analogies we first partition all objects in a data-
base into parts. Next, we define a signature for each part
based on geometric attributes and its relation to the whole
object. When a user specifies a model part query , we can re-
trieve the most similar parts from all models in the database
based on the distance between the parts’ signatures (Fig-
ure 1). Moreover, by annotating the parts of one model man-
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Figure 1: Part analogies definition: The SDF is calculated on all objects in the database (colored from red (narrow diameter)
to blue (wide diameter) in (a)), linking the mesh surface of the objects to their volumes. All objects are then partitioned (b) and
the signatures of their parts define the analogies between similar parts of different meshes (c). Analogous parts to the octopus
arm are found in different models even if they are dissimilar in shape.

ually we carry the tags to all similar parts in the database.
Later, these tags are used for text based retrieval from the
database.

2. Related Work

There are numerous mesh partitioning techniques based on
various mesh attributes. For a survey on different mesh par-
titioning technique we refer the reader to [Sha07]. Since
we seek part-type partitioning, we employ the method
in [SSCO07], which uses the SDF to partition sets of objects
consistently. Partitioning based on the SDF is likely to create
parts which are similar in their SDF signature and are corre-
spondent among different objects (Figure 2). Nevertheless,
other part-type partitioning methods such as [KT03,AFS06]
could also be used in the first stage of our algorithm.

Shape matching is also an active field of research,
and numerous shape signatures based on geometry and
topology have been proposed [TV04, BKS∗05, GSCO07].
In [GSCO07] the SDF was used alongside a centricity mea-
sure to define a global signature. We concentrate on match-
ing sub-parts of objects which is related more to partial
matching. Nevertheless, partial matching techniques [FS06,
GCO06, NDK05, BMP01, JH99] are based more on feature
correspondence and less on segmentation. Segmentation and
shape analysis was also used to enrich models in semantic
information in [ABM∗06,ARSF07] by manually connecting
parts through a user interface to an instance in a knowledge
base, or by using ontology connecting form and functional-
ity in [CGM07].

Finding correspondence and analogies between different
shapes is recently becoming an active field of research.
Many works focus on the need to define measures for simi-
larity of shapes [SSGD03,CDS∗05,FKMS05], alignment of
shapes [GMGP05] and finding complete correspondence be-
tween two models for the purposes of deformations, morph-
ing [Ale02], and cross-parameterizations [KS04a]. We focus
on finding analogies between sub-parts.

Low level analogies to match vertices is used in [SAPH04,

KS04b] for cross parametrization between two models. The
matching is found using user supplied matching points.
In [SP04] such matching points are used to define a many-
to-many mapping of vertices between the models which is
used to transfer deformations between the models. These
works require a long time to process and non-trivial user in-
put, they operate mostly on two models, and cannot work on
partial models. Our work targets higher level analogies and
can work also on objects with different topology and struc-
ture (Figure 1).

3. Partitioning to Parts
When examining 3D models, one can observe that the simi-
larity of parts often stems from their functionality. For exam-
ple in humans and animals parts are associated with organs,
which are usually 3D volumetric sub-parts of the shape.
Therefore, an automatic algorithm aimed at detecting such
3D shape analogies must first identify these sub-parts. We
use a partitioning of the shapes guided by the shape diame-
ter function (SDF) [SSCO07]. The SDF connects volumetric
information of the shape onto the boundary mesh by measur-
ing the local diameter of the object at points on its boundary.
Hence, the SDF is suitable to guide volumetric part extrac-
tion, detect natural 3D shape partitioning, and to define the
parts signatures (Figure 2).

The SDF is defined as the diameter of the object in the
neighborhood of each point on it’s surface. Given a point on
the surface mesh a set of rays is sent inside a cone centered
around its inward-normal direction (the opposite direction
of its normal) to the other side of the mesh. The value of the
SDF at the point is defined as the weighted average of all
the lengths of the rays that fall within one standard deviation
from the median of all lengths. The weights used are the
inverse of the angle between the ray to the center of the cone.
This is because rays with larger angles are more frequent,
and therefore have smaller weights.

To maintain compatibility over different meshes, which
may have different scales and resolutions, we normalize and
smooth the values. We also perform the partitioning in log-
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space to enhance the importance of delicate parts, which
tend to have low characteristic SDF values. The normalized
SDF value nsd f of facet f is defined:

nsd f ( f ) = log(
sd f ( f )−min(sd f )

max(sd f )−min(sd f )
∗α+1)/ log(α+1)

Where sd f : F →R is the SDF value for each facet f . α is
a normalizing parameter which is set to 4 in all our examples.

The SDF can be seen as a scalar function over the mesh
domain. Specific iso-values of the SDF create iso-contours
on the surface, which can be used to partition the mesh. The
partitioning algorithm consists of two steps. In the first step
we use a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) fitting k Gaus-
sians to the histogram of SDF values of the faces. This is
achieved using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm. The result of this clustering process for each face is
a vector of length k signifying its probability to be assigned
to one of the SDF clusters. Note that each SDF cluster may
contain multiple mesh parts such as legs or fingers. Using
more Gaussians will create more levels in the hierarchy of
sub-parts.

In the second step we would like to smooth the boundaries
between parts and adhere to local mesh features such as con-
cave areas or creases. We employ an alpha expansion graph-
cut algorithm [BVZ01, ZK04] to solve the k-way graph-cut
problem which is known to be NP-hard. The alpha expan-
sion algorithm utilizes a series of large moves, changing a
large number of pixel labels at a time, to arrive at an approx-

Figure 2: Color mapping the SDF values on different models
indicates similarity between their parts.

imate solution to the problem. The algorithm finds a labeling
within a known factor of the optimal solution.

We wish to take into account both the probability vector
from the EM step, and the quality of the boundaries. There-
fore, the graph-cut optimization minimizes the following en-
ergy functional, which is built from e1 the data term, and e2,
the smoothness term:

E(x) = ∑
f∈F

e1( f ,x f )+λ ∑
{ f ,g}∈N

e2(x f ,xg)

e1( f ,xp) = − log(P( f |x f )+ ε)

e2(x f ,xg) =
{

l( f ,g)(1− log(θ( f ,g)/π)) x f 6= xg
0 x f = xg

Where x f is the cluster assigned to face f . P( f |xp) repre-
sents the probability of assigning face f to cluster p. These
value are derived from the GMM fitted in the first step of the
algorithm. θ( f ,g) is the dihedral angle between facets f and
g. N is a set of adjacent face pairs in the mesh, λ is a para-
meter defining the degree of smoothness. We’ve found that
using λ = 0.3 gave good results for all models in the data-
base, since we normalize smoothness by l( f ,g) - the length
of the edge between f and g. Here and in subsequent equa-
tions, ε = 10−3 is used to avoid numerical instability. The
result of the graph-cut algorithm is a smooth partitioning of
the mesh, clearly separating distinct parts (see examples in
Figure 8).

Many times analogies between parts are based on the rela-
tion of the part to the whole object. Parts of different object
that vary in their geometric shape or attributes individually,
become analog when placed in the context of their whole
shape. Therefore, we want to create a hierarchical repre-
sentation of each shape’s parts, and employ it later to find
analogies. We sort the means of the GMM model from large
to small, and define k iso-values that separate the Gaussians
and separates the mesh into “levels”. To create the hierarchal
partitioning of the object we use a subset of these values,
starting from the largest and add them in descending order,
each one defining another level in the hierarchy. For exam-
ple, the first iso-value on a human model would separate the
arms, legs and head from the torso. Adding the second value
would separate the hands from the arms, and the feet from
the legs. Adding the third value would separate the fingers
from the hands and feet.

We start with a root node representing the whole model.
In each level we create child nodes from parts which are in
a lower level of the partitioning and are also sub-parts of
the parent node part (their sub-meshes are contained in its
sub-meshes). For example, the five tier camel partitioning
hierarchy (3(a)) induces a hierarchical part graph as can be
seen in Figure 3(b). Additional hierarchical examples can
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The camel model is partitioned using four iso-
values, resulting in a five-tier hierarchy of partitioning (b)
The partitioning induces a hierarchical graph of parts.

be seen in Figure 4. This creates a tree structure defining
the relation of parts inside the object, and assists to define
a better distance metric to recognize similar object parts as
described in the next Section.

4. Parts Signature & Distance
To find analogies between multiple models, we must define
a way to measure similarity between parts of models. We
contend that when seeking to compare two parts, the context
from which they came is crucial to the comparison. A finger
on a human model is just a capped cylinder. However, when
taken in context of the hand, the arm and the entire body, its
description is more complete, and better matches and analo-
gies could be found.

Each segmented part in the model is assigned a local sig-
nature composed of its geometrical attributes. The geomet-
rical attributes consist of the normalized histogram of SDF
values within the part and the size of the part as a percentage
of the whole model. The histogram represents the distribu-
tion of SDF values and provides a unique descriptor as to the
shape of the specific part (Figure 5). We construct a robust
histogram based on the original SDF measurements in the
part, removing the top and bottom 5% to remove outliers.
The part’s relative size helps measure the scale of the part.

In many cases, the geometrical attributes are sufficient to
define a good distance metric between the shape of parts
(Figure 9), especially in distinct parts, such as a hand. How-
ever, analogies stem from the characteristic of the part in the
whole as well as it’s geometric attributes. Therefore, we also
define shape context attributes for each part that are derived
from the hierarchical partitioning of the whole model.

Using the hierarchy we define the context of a part as
the path between the node representing the part, and the
root of the tree. Each node along this path represents a part
for which we can calculate the geometrical attributes as de-
scribed above. The set of all of these geometric attributes de-
fine the context descriptor of the part. We use this context de-
scriptors in a distance measure between two parts, that takes
into account both the similarity of the parts themselves, and
the similarity among the path nodes.

First, we define a local distance metric d between two
parts p and p′ and then we extend the definition to a distance
measure D that includes also the shape context. d(p, p′) is
defined as a weighted sum of the distance between the local
part histograms, and the relative part sizes.

dhistogram(p, p′) =
∥∥∥H(p)/‖H(p)‖−H(p′)/∥∥H(p′)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

dsize(p, p′) =

∣∣size(p)− size(p′)
∣∣

size(p)+ size(p′)

d(p, p′) =
1
3
·dsize(p, p′)+

2
3
·dhistogram(p, p′)

H is a normalized robust histogram of the part’s SDF val-
ues. We use the L2 distance metric on the normalized his-
togram, treating it as a vector. We’ve experimented with var-
ious distance measures such as Chi-Squared and Kullback-

Figure 4: Hierarchical partitioning of cheetah and dinopet
model
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Leibler, but found that they provide little improvement over
L2. size(p) is the relative size of part p within its model.

The geometric distance d(p, p′) between parts p and p′

is a symmetrized non-negative distance measure between
parts. To define our shape context distance measure D(p, p′)
we consider not only the d(p, p′) between the two parts, but
the whole paths from the nodes of p and p′ to the root of
their partitioning hierarchy. Given two such paths on which
we want to measure similarity, we build a bipartite graph G
(Figure 6) such that each side represents all nodes in each
path. The edges between the two sides contain one edge be-
tween p and p′ (the two parts whose distance we want to
measure), and an edge between each ancestor of p to each
ancestor of p′. Note that the number of ancestors of p and
p′ may be different. The capacity of an edge between two
nodes q and r is defined as

capacity(q,r) =
1

d(q,r)+ ε
−1

Lastly, we add two nodes source S and T sink and con-
nect each one of them to the nodes in one side of the graph
respectively, with capacity equal to α · capacity(p, p′), with
α usually set to 1.5. This serves as an upper limit on the
capacity of the flow in the graph G. We now define

D(p, p′) =
1

f low(G)+1

Where f low(G) is the maximum flow in graph G.

The key motivation behind such a measure is on one side

Figure 5: Visualization of the robust and normalized SDF
histogram used in a part’s signature. We visualize the his-
tograms for several models. (a) Whole man (b) Man’s hand
(c) Whole cheetah (d) Cheeta’s front leg

Figure 6: In order to measure similarity between two parts,
we build a bipartite graph. The first part hierarchy is repre-
sented by the nodes p,q,r while the second part hierarchy is
represented by the nodes p′,q′,r′. The capacity of the edge
(x,y) is defined to be 1

d(x,y)+ε
. The similarity between two

parts is defined as the maximum flow through this graph.

Figure 7: We measure the distance from hand of the dinopet
to six other parts. Parts (a) through (d) are similar in spite of
their large geometric variability, while parts (e) and (f) are
not. The distance measurements are listed in table 1.

to match the part in context of the whole hierarchy, and on
the other to achieve robustness against differences in parti-
tioning. The measure will be higher as more parts in the path
from the node to its root match the respective nodes in the
compared part. However, it is hard to determine the exact
matching of parts in two hierarchies, as we have no assur-
ances that similar models will have similar partitioning. By
connecting each ancestor of p to each ancestor of p′ we are
assured that the flow will represent the maximum similarity
from possible different matchings.

For instance, given three geometrically similar parts
p, p′, p′′ such that p and p′ also come from similar mod-
els, d(p, p′) and d(p, p′′) will be similar and the flow on
the edges (p, p′) and (p, p′′) will be similar. However,
while comparing p and p′s ancestors, more flow will be
“added” to the graph, enhancing their similarity and arriv-
ing at D(p, p′) < D(p, p′′). For example, figure 7 illustrates
the distance measure against a variety of parts, some which
are similar and some different from the query part.
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Part d(p, p′) D(p, p′)
a (dinopet other hand) 0.001 0.0033

b (human hand) 0.034 0.0147
c (dinosaur hand) 0.042 0.0263
d (cheetah paw) 0.07 0.0242
e (human head) 0.26 0.126

f (airplane wing) 0.373 0.192

Table 1: Example of the two distance measures (local and
contextual) between the dinopet’s hand and six other parts
(Figure 7).

5. Applications and Results
We will demonstrate the usefulness of our analogies ap-
proach using two applications. The first is in the context of a
search and retrieval application of 3D shapes. Using analo-
gies, one can search for parts of shapes in the database that
are similar to a give part, or for objects that contain similar
parts to a given part query. The second, can be seen as a tool
to enhance the meta-data in 3D objects. Once part analogies
are found, any information linked with the query part can be
carried automatically to other analogous parts, enriching the
database with meta-data.

5.1. 3D Model Parts Retrieval
Using the distance measure defined in section 4 we devel-
oped a simple part retrieval application. The user loads a
model, which is automatically partitioned. The user can se-
lect a part p and search for similar parts in the database.
The database models are segmented to parts, each retain-
ing its partitioning hierarchy, and pre-calculated geometric
attributes. We scan the database, and for each part p′, cal-
culate the shape context distance measure D(p, p′). We sort
the results and return the top matching parts. Several exam-
ple queries can be seen in figure 10.

We also allow to search for analogies in a set of models
(Figure 11). Given a source model, and k target models, we
attempt to find an "as complete as possible" correspondence
between the source and each of the target models. This is
done in a greedy algorithm, which queries successively each
part in the source model, over the subset of target models.
The best match is selected, and the matching continues on
the parts adjacent to it.

Our database includes 102 models that include interest-
ing parts. The models are varied, consisting of animals, hu-
mans, cars, tables, chairs and planes. We did not use simple
models such as cubes, cylinders, pipes etc., that cannot be
partitioned to parts, and did not use non-volumetric models
such as many plants models. The average number of faces
is 10517 (standard deviation 8042). We partition each model
using 5 iso-values, which results in up to five levels of parti-
tioning. In total this produced 2200 parts, where the average

number of parts in a model is 21 (including parts from all
levels of the hierarchy).

In order to test the quality of our results, we performed a
nearest neighbors test [SMKF04], querying each part in the
database for its nearest neighbor (besides itself). We rated
each query as success/failure based on the context of the
shape (head, leg, surface etc.), as our database was not di-
vided into partial classes. The percentage of correct queries
was 79%. If we take into account defunct parts (which oc-
cur in non-manifold and low quality models) this result is
improved to 89%.

All statistics were gathered on a 1.8ghx single proces-
sor Windows XP machine. Building the database consists
of calculating SDF values for all the models, which took 10
minutes, and performing automatic partitioning which took
7 minutes. A query takes on average 600ms to go over all
parts in the database, and return the relevant results.

5.2. Parts Annotation
Using the shape context distance measure, we can now trans-
fer user supplied annotations from one part to others in our
database automatically. We developed a simple interface, in
which a user may select a part (of any level in the hierar-
chy of the model) and annotate it with one or more textual
tags. The tag is then associated with the part, and kept in the
database.

Given a part p which we wish to automatically annotate,
we define it as a query and search the database, getting a set
R of results. We discard all but the first 20 results from R and
build a set of tags T containing all tags attached to parts in
R. For each tag t ∈ T we define a tag importance measure:

C(t) = ∑
r∈Rt

1
D(p,r)−1

Where Rt = {r ∈ R|t ∈ r}, D is the shape context distance
measure defined in section 4.

We associate part p with all tags t such that C(t) > k. We
employed k = 100 as a fixed constant. The tags are attached
to the parts and saved in the database.

We allow the user to perform an annotation transfer on all
tags found in the database, or only on selected tags. Conse-
quently we can perform text searches in the database, search-
ing for specific tags, such as "ear", "head", "thin", "wide" etc.
(Figure 12).

6. Conclusions
We have presented a method that automatically finds analo-
gies among sets of objects. The method first partitions the
objects to create a parts hierarchy, and then defines a signa-
ture for each part. This signatures draws not only from the
properties of the part itself, but from the relations between
the part and the whole object. These signatures are used to
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define an effective distance measure that can find analogous
parts among sets of objects.

We have shown that such analogies can support part
search queries in a shape retrieval application. We have also
used them to add semantic information to the objects by car-
rying information defined on one part (e.g. tags) to analo-
gous parts in other objects.

The current method strongly relies on the initial segmen-
tation of the objects to parts and its hierarchy. A stronger
approach would try and analyze or partition the object in
various ways depending on the query context. This would
allow more flexible analogies to be found and better support
to partial matching which is not restricted to the given par-
titioning. Moreover, since both object partitioning and parts
signatures are based on the SDF, the method is suitable to
certain types of objects. In the future we would like to ex-
tend it’s applicability to other types of objects such as CAD
models.
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Figure 8: Automatic partitioning examples

Figure 9: In some cases, the geometrical attributes are suf-
ficient to define a good distance metric, as evident here,
searching for parts similar to the cheetah paw.

Figure 10: Results of several example part queries. On the
left is the query part and on the right the search results. The
database used consists of 2200 parts partitioned from 102
models.

Figure 11: Analogies between parts of whole models.

Figure 12: Two examples of automatic annotation transfer.
(top) We search for the cheetah’s leg. All results marked with
a yellow asterisk have already been tagged as ’leg’. (bottom)
We search for the dog’s head. All results marked with a yel-
low diamond have already been tagged ’head’. These tags
are now transferred to the query parts.
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